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OPTIMISATION LINE 
FOR CROSS-CUTTING 
WITH MILLING UNIT





CT600 - CT600F

design & tech:
Clean lines, 
ergonomiC design 
and advanCed 
TeChnology.

The CT600 cross-cutting machine with rotating bed is 
Stromab's flagship unit. Besides being the best selling cutting-
off machine with rotating bed in the sector of woodworking 
machinery, it's considered to be the industry standard not only 
by our customers, but also by our competitors.

Thank to having more than 200 units already installed, the 
CT600 has been developed so successfully over the years that 
it has evolved to levels nobody imagined when it debuted.
We believe in the idea that cross-cutting is a growing need 
in the woodworking sector, so we invest in the development 
of this machine year after year, starting with mechanical 
systems and design that are exclusively Italian. However, we've 
equipped it with German electronics to satisfy highly advanced 
markets (France, Germany, Italy and the United States).



Cross-CUTTing: 
A PeRMAnent 
need
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The workpiece locking system in detail: independent 
pressers at the front ensure that the workpiece is perfectly 
clamped and aligned with the guide at the rear, even when 
angles are very acute.  This system also locks very short work-
pieces into position perfectly during processing.

Close-up of pusher with workpiece measurement sensorMaximum cutting height.

r = trimming section
d = defect
Q1 = quality 1
Q2 = quality 2
Q3 = quality 3



ct600F
Over the past few years, we've included a milling unit that 
turns the CT600 - which was introduced as a cutting-off 
machine with pusher - into a true woodworking centre that 
combines cutting and milling. The CT600F has become a 
new industry standard in the production of wooden houses 
(TRUSS, wooden framework). 

The workpiece locking system in detail.
A vertical presser at the top combined with two pull-type 
pressers at the front guarantee perfect workpiece retention 
during milling.

Manual lifting system for the milling unit, with 
pneumatic lock, available upon
request - even on the PC controlled version.

Beckhoff programming system with a 12" high-res touch screen and a 3-D graphic 
interface with the Windows operating system.



cUtting+MiLLing: 
mUlTiPle PossiBiliTies 
For meeTing AnY 
ReQUiReMent



VARiABLe-
geOMetRY 
CUTTing
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Thanks to an innovative mechanical blade positioning 
system, we've introduced a new cutting system with variable 
geometry, so that a single machine can meet requirements for 
both maximum height and maximum
width. Blade angle adjustable from 0 to ±80°

POS. A) = maximum cutting height of 200 mm used
POS. B) = maximum cutting width of 410 mm used

cUtting diAgRAMs

cROss-cUtting cAPABiLitY At 0°

cUtting cAPABiLitY
POs. A 
maX. heighT

cUtting cAPABiLitY 
POs. B
maX. WidTh

200 mm
max h.

215 mm
L.

40 mm
h.

410 mm
max L.



AUtOMAtic 
LOAdeR
- Automatic loader for individual workpieces or packs of material
- Chain-type loading system 
- Load capacity: 3 to 10 m.

To enhanCe 
PeRFORMAnce



eLectROnic sORting cOnVeYOR 
With BeLt And RAPid KicKeRs

- Variable belt speed: 0-120 m./min.
- Size/expeller match-up taken directly from cutting list
-  Accumulation rack with idle rollers



Trap door for expelling trimmed 
material from headpiece and scraps 
from straight cut tailpiece (closed) 

Trap door for expelling trimmed 
material from headpiece and scraps 
from straight cut tailpiece (open) 

Video camera for identifying defects or knots, with reading 
of chalk marks. 

The OPtiOns 
ThaT make The 
diFFerenCe



AccessORies

REA JET HR high-res ink-jet printer 2 vertical printing heads with print 
height of mm. 25.4 

4 vertical printing heads with print 
height of mm. 50.8 

Typical only of Italian industry, we've decided to meet the needs of 
our customers by introducing a wide range of accessories. Just to 
name a few:
- loading system located on both the left and right sides of the 
cutting unit
- pusher length ranging from 3000 to 14,000 mm.
- optimisation software with 6 programming options
- 3 label printers and 1 ink-jet printer
- Automatic loading systems
- Automatic unloading systems

Label 
printer 



a single maChine, 
A thOUsAnd 
diFFeRent Uses

The perfect machine for highly demanding customers. 
Flexible, yet offering high production capacities, it's the 
industry standard for producers of special packing, wood 
floors and wooden houses (TRUSS and framed walls), for the 
creation of formwork for building construction, and for both 
indoor and outdoor furnishings.
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Stromab has stood for reliability since 1965. 
And we believe that this word best expresses the philosophy behind 
our products over our more than 40 years in business. The awareness 
that no investment can offer greater advantages than customer 
satisfaction leads us to constantly devote new resources for ongoing 
research into technology, development and human resources. A 
constant growth trend is the natural result of a company policy 
based on the value of success in full compliance with environmental 
requirements. With a surface area of over 5000 m2, 40 employees 
and a constantly updated line of products, Stromab has made a 
significant name for itself as one of the most dynamic companies in 
the woodworking machinery sector.

The VALUe oF 
a Family-oWned ComPany


